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A critical analysis of lifecycle models of the research process and research data management

Abstract

Purpose

Visualisations of research and research related activities including research data management as a lifecycle have proliferated in the last decade. This study offers a systematic analysis and critique of such models.

Design/methodology/approach

A framework for analysis synthesised from the literature presented and applied to nine examples.

Findings

The strengths of the lifecycle representation are to clarify stages in research and to capture key features of project based research. Nevertheless, their weakness is that they typically mask various aspects of the complexity of research, constructing it as highly purposive, serial, unidirectional and occurring in a somewhat closed system. Other types of models such as spiral of knowledge creation or the data journey reveal other stories about research. It is suggested that we need to develop other metaphors and visualisations around research.

Research implications

The paper explores the strengths and weaknesses of the popular lifecycle model for research and research data management, and also considers alternative ways of representing them.

Practical implications

Librarians use lifecycle models to explain service offerings to users so the analysis will help them identify clearly the best type of representation for particular cases. The critique offered by the paper also reveals that because researchers do not necessarily identify with a lifecycle representation, alternative ways of representing research need to be developed.

Originality/value

The paper offers a systematic analysis of visualisations of research and research data management current in the Library and Information Studies (LIS) literature revealing the strengths and weaknesses of the lifecycle metaphor.

Introduction

In the last decade Library and Information Studies (LIS) has shown a growing interest in the detail of the research process, in part due to the creation of a new depth of research support services in libraries (Corrall, 2014). The academic library’s role has been turned “inside out” from mainly providing the user community with access to literature, to stewarding the knowledge being created within the institution and making it discoverable to the wider world (Dempsey, Malpas & Lavoie,
2014). This includes an increasing investment in helping local researchers manage data within the research process, stewarding different versions and types of outputs, including data, and also supporting and measuring all sorts of dissemination and impact beyond academia. Thus, libraries are seeking to offer services across the course of research as a whole, and as a consequence the black box of the research process has been opened. In this context a number of commentators and practitioners have commented on the proliferation of lifecycle models/visualisations in the research data management and research support area (Wilson, 2014; L’Hours, 2014; Carlson, 2014). Ball (2012) reviews nine such data lifecycle models; the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) Working Group on Information Systems & Services (2011) reviewed 44 models. There is a significant amount of variation in their purpose and assumptions, but we can learn a lot about how research is conceptualised from examining them.

The lifecycle has long been a favourite model in LIS (Ma and Wang, 2010a,b); in particular it is a core concept in records and archive management (Williams, 2006). The appeal is the temporal dimension the metaphor adds to our understanding of the differing activities in view. The metaphor seems to be particularly appealing in the Research area because it fits into thinking about designing systems workflows, be those administrative or IT-based. Yet the term lifecycle is also ambiguous implying the model of a birth to death journey or, somewhat in contrast, the pattern of birth and reproduction where the cycle is endlessly repeated or, indeed, enters a progressive upward cycle. A number of authors, notably Carlson (2014); Waddington, Green & Awre (2012) and Wissik & Durco (2015) have begun to reflect on these models. But there remain questions about what different types of model there are; what uses they have; and what assumptions are made in them. Given the way that the lifecycle is becoming virtually the default way of representing the research process, it is important at a theoretical level to question whether this adequately conceptualises research. At a practical level, given their increasing use by practitioners to conceptualise and explain services, it is important to weigh up whether they capture how researchers themselves view the research process.

In this context the aim of this paper is to explore the strengths and weaknesses of representing research and research data related activities in a lifecycle model, through a systematic comparison of some that have been published recently in the research data space. It does this by examining the literature to produce an analytic framework; undertaking a systematic analysis of a selection of nine models using the framework; and on this basis reaching some conclusions about the strengths and limits of this type of model/visualisation. Having probed the typical limits of the lifecycle approach, thought can be given to the benefits of radically different representations such as the knowledge spiral or data journey which offer more critical perspectives.

**The lifecycle**

A number of authors have already attempted to differentiate different types of lifecycle. According to Ma and Wang (2010a, b), the life cycle of information can be understood from two perspectives. The perspective of value focuses on how the worth of information changes, usually deteriorates, over time. The other more common perspective is of management. The authors identify six types of management based life cycle models. The commonest is what they call the chain model. It is a simple chain of steps. The second type, the matrix, expands the chain model by giving more detail on each of the stages in the chain. The third type is the circular model, with the crucial difference being that the end of the chain links back to the beginning thus restarting the cycle. The spiral extends the circular model by illustrating how each cycle is not just a repetition of previous cycles but builds and
strengthens, as things such as audiences or the nature and structure of information change. An
integrated model combines two of the other types as a way to indicate the complexity of processes
or to bring in external factors. The final model is the wave, which is able to express an on-going
activity but an overall decline in the value of data. This set of categories itself reveals the complexity
of the concept.

Whereas Ma and Wang (2010a,b) emphasise the different visual structure of the models, Carlson
(2014) working more directly in the research service area emphasises differing underlying audiences.
He suggests that life cycle models in the data service context can be divided into three types:

1. Individual-based, which are for a particular project giving detail on how it unfolds.
2. Organisation-based, which are for showing how services fit to different stages of research or
   how researchers should access different services at different stages in their work.
3. Community-based, which are for a particular academic community or discipline (including
   professionals that support them) to define existing or good practice.

This seems to be an insightful categorisation, although, these are not mutually exclusive categories,
for example a community based model could include elements of organisational support. He also
mixes descriptive and prescriptive elements.

Another way of analysing such models is available in the work of Möller (2013). In the context of
seeking to develop a data lifecycle model for the semantic web, he analyses lifecycle models of “data
centric systems” such as for multimedia, elearning, digital libraries, knowledge and content
management, ontologies and databases. He focuses on data in the context of technical systems, with
less sense that they could be socio-technical systems including different social actors, activities etc.
However, he does usefully suggest that such systems can vary across the following dimensions:

- Data/metadata – whether data and metadata are differentiated.
- Prescriptive/descriptive – whether the model seeks to define what would be good practice
  or is describing actual practice.
- Homogenous/heterogeneous – whether the data in the system is similar or of different
  types. This would seem to be more of a dimension of difference, than a yes no distinction.
- Closed/open – whether the system follows a given set of data, or whether new data can join
  the system after the beginning of the cycle.
- Centralised/distributed – whether the system is based on a single unitary infrastructure or is
  it spread over multiple systems.
- Lifecycle type – sequential/incremental/evolving. In a sequential model each step has to be
  worked through before the next can be started. In an incremental model a new lifecycle can
  begin before all the expected steps are worked through. In an evolving model several
  different iterations of the lifecycle can be occurring simultaneously.
- Granularity – whether it is a high level or fine grained model.

Some of these dimensions, such as the first may be specific to Möller’s particular study, but most of
the others appear to be productive for thinking about research based lifecycle models too. Thus we
have the beginning of an analytic framework combining the visual dimension (Ma and Wang,
2010a,b); main purpose (Carlson, 2014); and characteristics of the elements or processes making up
the model from Möller (2013).
Method

In order to carry out the study we collected a large number of models published in the last ten years in both the peer reviewed and practitioner LIS literature relating to research and research data. Inevitably this collection was not comprehensive. To represent the range of models being developed the search was not restricted to peer reviewed material, rather it was highly relevant to include examples being published by practitioners. We also made the decision to include models dealing specifically with data and as well as broader models of the research process as a whole, because they appeared to be published to the same audience and are often strongly inter-related. We then selected nine for more in-depth analysis. They were:

1. Research lifecycle (RIN/NESTA, 2010)
2. The research lifecycle at UCF (University of Central Florida Libraries’ Research Lifecycle Committee, 2012)
3. The scholarly knowledge cycle (Lyon, 2003)
4. Research Lifecycle enhanced by an "Open Science by Default" Workflow (Grigorov, et al. 2014)
5. The Idealized Scientific Research Activity Lifecycle Model (Patel, 2011)
6. The integrated scientific life cycle of embedded networked sensor research (Pepe et al., 2010)
7. E-science and the lifecycle of research (Humphrey, 2006)
8. Create and Manage Data (Corti et al., 2014)
9. Digital Curation Centre (DCC) curation lifecycle model (Higgins, 2008)

Some such as “E-science and the lifecycle of research” and the “DCC digital curation lifecycle” have been very widely cited in the literature, and we know has been very influential at the practice level too. Some, including the DCC model, have also been well documented in the public domain, thus supporting more in-depth analysis. The “integrated scientific life cycle of embedded networked sensor research” was developed and used in a number of publications by one of the leading researchers in the field, Christine Borgman, so again is considered particularly worthy of consideration. The Open Science by default model reflects current thinking around open science. Thus nine models of research data and research, which appeared to be influential or interesting, were identified for analysis.

Using Ma and Wang (2010a,b), Carlson (2014) and Möller (2013) as starting points we defined a set of key dimensions by which the models could be compared, and through applying them to the sample models refined the criteria. This framework is in three parts: scope and point of view; elements and processes; and visualisation.

Scope and point of view consists of three elements:

1. The subject matter of the lifecycle, which could be anything from the whole research process at one end of the scale to a model just concerned with data, or some aspect of it, at the other.
2. Whether it is project-, organisation- or community-based, after Carlson (2014).
3. Prescriptive/descriptive – whether the intention is to describe a real world state of affairs or define how things should be ideally (Möller, 2013).
Elements and processes consists of:

4. Level of abstraction, i.e., granularity, after Möller (2013).
5. Homogenous/heterogeneous – whether constituent elements are similar or diverse (Möller, 2013).
6. Closed/open – whether it is presented as a bounded, self-contained system or is open to outside elements or processes (Möller, 2013).
7. Centralised/distributed – whether it rests on a single infrastructure or not (Möller, 2013).
8. Uni/multi-directionality – whether the flow of activities goes in a single or multiple directions. This seemed to be an aspect of Möller’s (2013) “lifecycle type”, but as this was rather complex we thought it more simply articulated through 8 and 9.
9. Seriality/simultaneity – whether activities occur as a set of stages or whether more than one process can occur at once.

Visualisation consists of

10. What type of lifecycle it is, after Ma and Wang (2010a,b).
11. Use of colour, this item and the ones that follow are more granular features of the visual representation that emerged from the data as useful.
12. Visuality/Textuality – the balance of image and text.
13. Recti-/curvilinearity – whether the forms were primarily organic curved forms or more rectilinear ones.

Findings

Description of table

[Insert Table 1 around here]

Table 1 offers a summary of the nine models selected, starting with the broadest, which deals with the whole of the research process, through to the most specific, purely concerned with data curation.

Model 1: Research lifecycle (RIN/NESTA 2010)
The scope of the model is the whole research lifecycle for any discipline. Published in the RIN/NESTA study “Open to all?”, the lifecycle was developed to illustrate openness in research, dealing with issues such as what material outputs are made open and to whom, at each stage of the research lifecycle. In terms of elements and processes, it is at a high level of abstraction with the whole research process represented in just 7 stages: Conceptualising and networking; Proposal writing and design; collecting and analysing; Infrastructuring; Documenting and sharing; Publishing and
reporting; Translating and engaging. The process is seen as largely closed (with a number of set elements in the system), unidirectional (traveling forward, without any sense of iteration or return to earlier steps) and serial (with a single sequence of steps taken one after the other) – though “infrastructuring” seems to happen in parallel with collecting and analysing. There is no indication that the processes would necessarily be occurring within one particular system, so it can be seen as distributed. Visually the lifecycle type is circular. It is a true circular lifecycle in the sense it is clear that the stage of “translating and engaging” to disseminate research to different communities naturally merges into the “conceptualising and networking” around the next research idea, so one can understand a logic of the cycle repeating itself. A related table lists types of documentary or data outputs created at each stage in the lifecycle; thus it could be seen as a circular matrix within Ma and Wang’s (2010a,b) terminology, because it is laid out as a circle, but has a table of explanation for each step in the circle. The low use of colour and text is consistent with a high level of abstraction.

Model 2: The research lifecycle at UCF (University of Central Florida Libraries’ Research Lifecycle Committee, 2012)
As with the first model, the scope is the whole research lifecycle for any discipline. In this case it is a lifecycle for a particular organisation, because it is intended to show how different support services fit into the research workflow. This is what Carlson (2014) calls an organisation based model. In terms of elements and processes it is a lot more detailed than the previous model, but remains unidirectional and serial. But it does include more heterogeneous elements of actors and their roles at different stages and appears to be distributed across multiple systems. Using Ma and Wang’s terminology (2010a, b) it is an integrated model, incorporating four different circular cycles (planning, project, publication and “21st Century digital scholarship” – which includes dissemination and preservation) as well as some indication of other flows. It is clear how the cycle restarts with ideas springing from one piece of research naturally restarting a new planning cycle. It is one of the strongest designs with high use of colour to retain clarity despite its inclusion of lots of low level detail. The curvi-linear style is strongly suggestive of an organic process.

Model 3: The scholarly knowledge cycle (Lyon, 2003)
The scholarly knowledge cycle is a high level abstraction, which, unusually, encompasses both research and teaching – reflecting the reuse of research data and outputs in the teaching context. The text describing the model suggests that it is generic, but elements are clearly relevant to a specific, individual project. Although it is labelled as a knowledge cycle, this early model has a strong focus on data and information management, e.g., key elements are databases. In terms of elements and processes, the order of research stages is less clearly identified than in some of the other models, particularly because many of the linkages are bi-directional. This captures complexity but reduces readability. Similarly, its inclusion of heterogeneous elements (institutional repositories, databases, metadata, research and teaching processes) and differing infrastructures, means it captures complex reality, but has reduced legibility. In terms of visualisation two cycles (research and teaching) are happening simultaneously.
Model 4: Research Lifecycle enhanced by an "Open Science by Default" Workflow (Grigorov, et al. 2014)

This lifecycle is again for the whole of the research process, with a prescriptive objective to explain how open science elements could potentially fit in at each stage of research. An inner circle sets out nine basic research stages, with a strong emphasis on dissemination and public engagement. An outer circle mirrors each step with open science innovations, e.g., research data management (RDM) around data, open access for outputs and citizen science applied to engagement activities. An additional element is linking to the author’s unique ID meandering through the whole process, implying the way it ties together disparate activities. In terms of elements and processes it is at a high level of abstraction and there is a strong sense of a serial, uni-directional flow. Visually it is presented as two concentric circles, but there is a clear logic to how the process is repeated from engaging publics to having a new idea.

Model 5: Idealized Scientific Research Activity Lifecycle Model (Patel, 2011)

The scope is again of the whole research lifecycle, specifically for science. The use of the word idealised in the title implies a prescriptive intent. The model is intended to show processes of a typical physical science experiment project and some idealised stages for supporting long-term research data management (Patel, 2011). In terms of elements and processes there is quite a bit more complexity than the previous models. Further, there is a definite sense of processes going on simultaneously in different areas, and some of the arrows suggest multi-directional flows. Activity is going on across a distributed set of systems not in a single one. It is unusual compared to most of the models in being presented in the form of a mass of text in rectangular boxes linked by straight lines, suggesting that it has been developed out of linking together a number of chains of steps. However, in fact there is a strong sense of circularity. Four key heterogeneous elements (types of activities) are included: research, publication, administration and archiving – and linked by information flows. Each type of activity is colour coded to help the reader pick out related processes; but the heavy textual orientation makes the whole diagram feel very complex. In seeking to present significant detail the effect is of considerable complexity, and on first viewing the visualisation is hard to read. This may be more related to the quality of graphic design than conceptual. Legibility might also have been enhanced by organising some of the elements into clearer stages, e.g., there is no link between ‘publications databases’ and ‘publish research.’

Model 6: The integrated scientific life cycle of embedded networked sensor research (Pepe et al. 2010)

Again, the model’s scope is the whole research process, though in this case it relates to one specific research community. Like most of the other models the cycle is closed, uni-directional and serial. It is a closed circular model of the research lifecycle at a medium level of abstraction and involving three sequential processes: 1. experiment design and device calibration; 2. data capture, cleaning, and analysis; 3. publication and preservation. What seems to be indicated by this visualisation is the importance of seeing design, analysis and publication as three relatively discrete processes. The low use of text and colour reflects little attempt to lend complexity to the representation. Although the model is presented visually as circular, the potential link between last and first stage is not clear – since there is no focus on new idea generation or data reuse which might restart the process. Thus in reality the three sub-processes seem to be linked together in a chain process, ending with publication.
Model 7: E-science and the lifecycle of research (Humphrey, 2006)
Despite the title of this model implying it is about the whole of research, its main focus is data, its use and re-use, not all aspects of research. The main chain of activity is from study concept and design, through data collection, processing, access and dissemination to analysis. This is at a high level of abstraction. Above the data access chevron, a data repurposing loop starts. Thus while the lifecycle is presented visually as a chain in that the main processes are indeed set out in order, the looping arrows point to data repurposing as a circular process, as well as also suggesting a parallel process of research outcomes stimulating new study design. According to the author, the model aims to provide a better understanding of the relations between stages in research and increase the awareness of potential information losses between stages (Humphrey, 2006). The focus on data loss is interesting, however, in reality the concept of data loss is not very well visualised – it is supposedly indicated by gaps between each main activity in the chain, but this is not obvious to understand to the viewer. As with most of the other models there is a strong sense of uni-directionality and seriality. Because it is presented in rectilinear forms with reliance on text it does not convey much sense of an organic process.

Model 8: Create and Manage Data (Corti et al. 2014)
In terms of scope unlike most of the other models it is lifecycle purely concerned with research data. It is specifically for social science research. It is a data-centric view of the research process, thus it does not show the wider context of how a project is conceived or planned (and in this sense is not optimised for the researcher to link to their own process). In terms of elements and processes it has a low level of abstraction, with much detail provided in accompanying text. It is largely closed, unidirectional, serial. Although presented as a circle it could be considered a chain matrix, because it consists of a series of stages, with some (textual) detail offered of activities that occur at each stage. Although presented as a circle there is no real basis for a “rebirth”: There is a discontinuous jump between making one’s own data accessible (an end of project activity) to then searching for that of others (implying a new project).

Model 9: DCC curation lifecycle model (Higgins, 2008)
In terms of scope, unlike the other models the DCC curation lifecycle is specifically concerned with data curation only. It focuses not on the life of data from the researcher’s point of view, but on its preservation: indeed, it seeks to instantiate the OAIS reference model, a widely cited conceptual framework for digital archives (Higgins, 2008). The intention is to define how things should be done, so it is a prescriptive model. It does not encompass the whole research process, such as idea generation. “Conceptualise” as the starting point for data creation is symbolically set outside the main circular cycle. Indeed, the model does not examine what the researcher might do in terms of collecting, manipulating etc. data. Data creation is mentioned because the advice is that data has to be managed from birth, but the focus is on processes after its original purposes of collection. This makes it poor for explaining research services to end-users, but it is a strong representation of how data can be curated with an emphasis on reuse. In terms of elements and processes, it gives considerable low level detail of processes. It is closed and unidirectional, but has a strong sense of multiple processes happening simultaneously. If only because it concerned with one specific activity so activities seem to be happening within a single centralised system, unlike most of the other models. it is hard to understand in what sense “transform” the last step in the cycle can then lead on to “create/receive” so it is arguably, like the OAIS reference model, essentially a chain or number of chains, even if presented visually as circular and sequential. Sub processes are nested within the
circle thus producing an onion or target model, a type of visualisation not identified by Ma and Wang (2010 a,b).

**Discussion**

The nine models analysed here represent a wide range of approaches and purposes in representing research and/or data: from abstract representations of the whole research lifecycle through to much more detailed models of data creation and reuse, and even just of data curation. Each has its strengths relevant to its particular purpose. Some are specific to a particular academic field or institution, others seek to generalise to any form of research. Although not an exhaustive picture of the range of types of model that have been developed in the last few years in the research/research data arena the analysis seems to support the value of the descriptive framework synthesised from previous authors.

A few patterns are immediately apparent. Sometimes the title of the model misrepresents the true scope, e.g., where a data lifecycle model is described as a research lifecycle (model 7). Similarly, it seems quite frequently to be the case that the visualisation misrepresents the process, e.g., is circular when in fact there is little explanation of how the loop is recontinued (Models 6,8,9) or is set out visually as a chain when there are strong suggestions of circularity (Model 5). More complex models seem to be more successful when they clearly identify sub-cycles or distinct stages. The DCC’s onion-type model, as a variant on the circular model, is a type of visualisation not mentioned by Ma and Wang (2010a,b). The UKDA model shows how a circular model can also have a matrix element, with more detailed descriptions of each stage.

The strengths of the lifecycle model become clear through the analysis. It is a simple and understandable visualisation. Its typically curvilinear shapes imply organic rather than highly managed or rationalised processes. As a means to make sense of research it offers more insights than simple lists of scholarly primitives (Unsworth, 2000) or activities (Palmer and Cragin, 2008) because we need to have some notion of how such elements fit together. A temporal approach, often identifying discrete stages and their order, is the obvious way to link them. Lifecycles also improve on the complex “information flow maps” presented in RIN’s (2009) descriptions of life science research processes. These may reflect reality more fully, but are not as memorable or understandable, because they seem more like snapshots in time and do not give us a sense of research as a movement of stages towards an end-goal.

Furthermore, the strength of the lifecycle is that to some extent it reflects how researchers themselves perceive research. For example, in showing different stages of research they echo many research methods books which also represent research in flow chart form, moving across a number of stages (e.g., Pickard, 2013) and visualised in what Ma and Wang (2010a,b) would categorise as a chain. At a fundamental level much research is driven by the need to produce an output within the scope of a time limited project and so is progressive and linear. Jeng et al. (2016) found that many researchers when asked to draw their research process represented it in a chain form.

Circular lifecycles can also be seen as having a strength in improving on the visualisation of research as a chain, by expressing the desire for data reuse, stressing that in some sense the process is to be repeated. Hence Briney (2015) writes about the “old data lifecycle” as picturing the purpose of data as achieved when a paper is written. The “new data lifecycle adds data sharing, preservation, and
data reuse as steps in the research process.” (Briney, 2015: 11). Yet on close inspection many of the
data oriented models examined here do not really capture a circular process. At a pragmatic level
the organisational form of a lifecycle is a good way of talking about delivering services at the point of
need/within the user/researcher workflow (Carlson, 2014). It reflects a general recognition of the
need to reflect patterns in the life of the user, rather than expecting users to fit into the life of the
library (Connaway, 2015).

Some models go further in capturing complexity, e.g., the “idealised scientific research activity
lifecycle model”. This arises from seeking to represent a number of processes occurring
simultaneously, multi-directionality, and relying on text to convey detailed activities. A counter
trend is to boil things down to a minimum of basic elements, ones that resonate with all researchers
regardless of discipline or method. This is exhibited, for example, in many university web sites where
the simplest categories are used to organise an explanation of RDM such as “create, organise, keep,
find and share” (University of Leicester, 2017).

Nevertheless, there are weaknesses with the lifecycle model for representing research and research
data. In particular, most of the models are closed, serial and unidirectional. This cuts against what
we know of the typical character of research. In the real world research is often accepted to be:

**Unique**: each piece of research has its own pattern, shaped by the context of the research,
particular choices in research design and contingent events.

**Shaped by discipline/sub-discipline and by methodology**: there is a strong sense that the
process of research differs between different academic “tribes”, particularly because of the
use of different research methodologies. Research methods text books suggest that at a high
level quantitative and qualitative research may have fundamentally different structures. But
there are also many mixed methods research designs (Cresswell and Plano Clark, 2011).

**Iterative and non-linear**: research tends to be based on repeating steps a number of times
or going back and forwards between different stages, and most significantly, it is non-linear.
It may simply not progress by clear stages. Stages may run in parallel or could be skipped
entirely (Pepe et al., 2010). A researcher may hit a problem and have to repeat steps early in
the cycle (Mattern et al., 2015) or plan the research as highly iterative. Furthermore, at
some point repeating the same method that has been used before has to break down and a
new paradigm be constructed. So a linear narrative of research neglects the creativity and
intuition that is also an important part of research. By definition there cannot be any recipes
or prescriptions for the exploration of the unknown.

**Heterogeneous**: research involves multiple types of information and data. The RIN/Nesta
(2010) information flow maps express well the sheer variety of types and sources of data
used in a single field of research; lifecycles typically do this less well.

**Open**: new data and material can be drawn into research at almost any time (e.g., collecting
new data or finding new literature). Particularly in qualitative research with an exploratory
or emergent design, there is a sense that new material can be brought into the research
even at a late stage.
Distributed: the infrastructure is typically not a unified one. This is true whether that be technical infrastructure, such as tools or storage spaces or socio-technical infrastructure, e.g., the people, communities, places that make research possible.

Concatenated: researchers often pursue an interest across multiple contexts, in multiple projects. The nature of the intellectual journey here is much richer and more complex to summarise than that encompassed by one lifecycle.

Messy: this characteristic captures a sense of real world disorganisation, unplanned and unexpected outcomes (Brannen, 1992). Research does not play out in a predictable way. Research is a bricolage: making the best of the material to hand to create a new understanding of a phenomena (Berry, 2006).

Lifecycle models are explicitly abstractions and simplifications; that is their value. They clarify by making relevant simplifications (Carlson, 2014). In terms of the elements and processes dimension they tend to represent research as homogeneous, closed, unidirectional and serial. In terms of visualisation they are simple visually, and use low colour and text. In doing so they mask much of the complexity captured in the adjectives above. Hence it is a weakness of many of the models, that though they represent research as containing heterogeneous elements and existing on distributed architectures they see it as a rather closed system. They did not represent wider processes and influences. Typically, they are unidirectional and based on a series of pre-set, serial stages. None of them were evolving spirals, which would have reflected deepening understanding and learning. This begins to open up a more critical viewpoint on the lifecycle model, which despite its proliferation, has limits of explanatory power.

Lifecycles may make most sense where research is seen as a time limited project. And indeed this may be an increasing reality, one reinforced by funding, and academic promotion and tenure structures. It is consistent with some views of research that Brew (2001) found in her study of the experience of research: such as of it as a series of steps (dominoes conception) or as in a social market place (trading conception).

However, Brew (2001) also found that some researchers see the experience of research as a journey of personal transformation. A lifecycle is weak in capturing this. Rather, we have resonances of the much reproduced visualisation “the island of research”, that imagines research as an exciting but hazardous journey through an exotic island landscape (Harburg, 1966). Here the process is complex, uncertain and messy; and research is understood as an intellectual but also an emotional, even physical challenge. A lifelong career of concatenated research where rather intangible underlying themes are explored in an open ended way, has a very different quality to the individual project with its clear time horizon and outputs. Researchers’ career narratives may often be presented as an open ended quest for knowledge. In a study at University of Pittsburgh libraries one participant represented research as an “unending, repeating cycle” (Mattern, 2015:415). In the course of this resources are drawn on in an open way, are heterogeneous, and the infrastructure is distributed. This is part of what is lost in many lifecycle models: another weakness. In the Pittsburgh study this participant drew their research as a daisy shape, with activities around an enduring core of the scholar’s own interests (Jeng et al., 2016). She is quoted as saying “In order to unlock a phenomenon, I’ve got to understand who I am as a researcher” (Mattern et al., 2015: 415). From a theoretical viewpoint it is important that the concept of research in LIS reflects this complexity. It
may be that researchers respond more strongly to these types of representations, than visualisations that are more simplistic and reductive.

A critical point is where the lifecycle model turns full circle. In a few cases we have seen that the notion that there is a restart of the cycle has not really been explained. The real nature of how a process might be iterated is not developed. If we are following data, it may be reused but it is likely to be in a different context; often by another researcher. The simple circle of reproduction pattern does not capture this complexity. Ma and Wang (2010a,b) emphasise that a commonality of writing about lifecycles is that the value of data is typically seen as declining from the moment it is created – a characteristic best captured in the wave model. On the other hand, if we are following a research lifecycle, it will never be simply asking the same question again. If we are building knowledge a better way to represent growing understanding would be some sort of upwards spiral, since the whole point is that overall understanding is being accumulated. One thinks immediately of the spiral models in Knowledge Management such as the SECI model proposed by Nonaka, Toyama and Komo (2000). This after all is a model of knowledge creation: should not models of research also capture this upward spiral? It is noticeable that this is one of Ma and Wang’s (2010a,b) types of lifecycle visualisation that is not found in this collection of lifecycles.

From the information professional perspective, the (organisational and community) lifecycle is appealing as a way of bringing the library into the scholar’s “workflow”. But that currently popular term seems rather reductive, and suggests standardisation, an administrative or IT perspective on research. For some researchers the most engaging and highly meaningful aspects of research are not captured by the idea of workflow. So while this approach goes further in seeing research from the researcher’s perspective, the lifecycle still often lacks the inner grasp of research as a personal transformation or intellectual journey.

A further weakness of the lifecycle model, is that within such models data seems to be a neatly bounded “thing”. Data is being represented as a spreadsheet or output that appears to exist unproblematically as a distinct entity and is worked on through a series of stages. Yet what we know about research data is the way it changes itself through the lifecycle: Data is collected, quality checked, selected, combined, transformed (e.g., through simulations), it may be embargoed or released in edited form. The UKDA model comes nearest to capturing some of this. But the other models we have looked at here do little to capture this sense of data as changing and relational (Haider and Kjellberg, 2016). Even the DCC model tracks data as if it were a single entity. Yet this is to blackbox one of the key information management challenges.

We might also want to recognise the way that research data is managed within a wider Personal Information Collection. Thus data could be just one element within a scholar’s PICs related to research and wider PICs for other tasks such as teaching and administration (Al Omar and Cox, 2016).

This thought directs our attention to another alternative viewpoint and weakness in the lifecycle approach. This arises where we focus on the data itself as mobile across different social contexts. This is a perspective captured in the metaphor of the data journey (Bates et al., 2016). Here we follow data, from its creation, often outside a research context as it is moved, transformed and repurposed in the different domains within which it is used. To exemplify this journey, Bates et al. (2016) refer to the way weather data can be created in different contexts such as in weather stations
or through extracting historic data from ship logs, and later used by the national meteorological
office, but also move to be exploited in future markets in the City of London. Movement across
contexts is accompanied by mutability in the content and meaning of the data as it is combined and
managed differently. Data is created by managers of a local weather station in a spirit of openness,
but is much more closely protected by others in the chain. Bates et al. (2016) visualise the journeys
of weather data within and outside the research context with an underground map type diagram
with different coloured lines and different stops. This is actually a chain representation, with sharp
disjunctions as data is fundamentally transformed in different contexts. It articulates scepticism
about the meaning of open data. It is a sharp reminder that many cyclic models are driven by policy
prescriptions about reuse. Most of the models we have looked at are project oriented reflecting the
context of the use of data (and often its first creation) in one research project. The journeys model
prompts us to consider the wider life of the data; just as the personal journey model prompts us to
think about the wider narrative of the data in the researcher’s career.

Conclusion

This paper presents a systematic investigation comparing the proliferating number of lifecycle
models that have been generated in the area of research support and research data management,
both in the peer reviewed and practitioner literatures. The analysis of the models revealed the very
differing perspectives on research that are current and the different value of these, as well as
reminding us that no model can capture a comprehensive viewpoint. On a practical level, the
analysis will help practitioners select or design models appropriate to the task at hand. A number of
radically alternative visualisations/metaphors were also considered, such as the perspective held by
many researchers of research as a transformational journey (and that might be best represented as
a spiral) and the rather discontinuous journey of data itself, which could be visualised in subway map
form. Given the complexity of both research and data our discussion has revealed both the flexibility
and some of the perils in over-reliance on this one metaphor. Burgi and Roos (2003) suggest that
when dealing with complex concepts, multiple metaphors are needed to avoid being trapped into
simplistic assumptions. The lifecycle idea is an extremely useful metaphor, but it tends to encourage
thinking that research processes are highly purposive, unidirectional, serial and occurring in a closed
system. Research is often not like this, and the analysis has exposed the limited thinking created by
such an assumption. The lifecycle model also often implies a repeated cycle when there is no real
basis for this. The conclusion must to be suggest a need to add other visualisations for research to
our repertoire of conceptual models. The knowledge spiral and the data journey map are just two
such examples that reveal that viewing research through different metaphors enriches our
understanding. This is important theoretically because LIS needs to develop a convincing
understanding of the research process. It is important practically too, because while lifecycles are
increasingly used to explain service offerings, the analysis shows that this may not always reflect
researchers’ own understanding of the research process. In failing to do so they can alienate
potential users.

The paper developed and tested a framework for systematic comparison that can be reused or
provide the basis for further study. This highlights three sets of interdependent features, around
scope and point of view; elements and processes; and visualisation. These features seem to capture
the degree of relevant complexity retained in each model.
As LIS continues to unravel the complexities of research it seems likely that more models will emerge, helping us to build up an even richer account of research. In this context there is great value in asking researchers themselves about the metaphors through which they understand research. The drawing based method used at Pittsburgh by Jeng et al. (2016) and Mattern et al. (2015) is a useful approach to elicit such representations. Clearly what the researcher is being asked to represent is key: it could usefully try to get a representation of research career, not just an individual project. Developed with academics from a wider range of subjects and levels of experience would enable us to gain more insight into the nature of research. New powerful visualisations to explain research, will also help all stakeholders understand their role and to explain the place of services in the research process.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scope and point of view</td>
<td>Data and Information Management, despite the use of the term “knowledge” in the name</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject matter</td>
<td>Research lifecycle</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Data and Information Management, despite the use of the term “knowledge” in the name</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual / organization / community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Organization based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
<td>Community based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescriptive or descriptive</td>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Prescriptive</td>
<td>Precriptive</td>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of abstraction</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneous / heterogeneous</td>
<td>Homogenous</td>
<td>Heterogenous</td>
<td>Heterogenous</td>
<td>Heterogenous</td>
<td>Heterogenous</td>
<td>Heterogenous</td>
<td>Heterogenous</td>
<td>Heterogenous</td>
<td>Heterogenous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed/open</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized/distributed infrastructure</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uni/multi-directionality</td>
<td>Uni-directional</td>
<td>Uni-directional</td>
<td>Uni-directional</td>
<td>Uni-directional</td>
<td>Multi-directional</td>
<td>Multi-directional</td>
<td>Uni-directional</td>
<td>Uni-directional</td>
<td>Uni-directional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seriality / synchronicity</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>High synchronicity</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>High synchronicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifecycle type</td>
<td>Circular or circular matrix</td>
<td>Integrates of two circular cycles</td>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>Circular / Elliptic</td>
<td>Circular presented but could be seen as chain</td>
<td>Chain with circular elements</td>
<td>Chain</td>
<td>Onion model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of colour</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visuality / textuality</td>
<td>Low text</td>
<td>Low text</td>
<td>Medium text</td>
<td>Medium text</td>
<td>High text</td>
<td>Low text</td>
<td>Low text</td>
<td>Low text (but matrix is highly textual)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recti- / curvilinearity</td>
<td>Curvilinear</td>
<td>Curvilinear</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Curvilinear</td>
<td>Rectilinear</td>
<td>Rectilinear</td>
<td>Rectilinear</td>
<td>Rectilinear</td>
<td>Curvilinear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A comparison of nine lifecycle models